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Morning Meditation 
Envision yourself as a tree, deeply rooted below and lifted above. Place your hands on your heart 
chakra while envisioning embracing several things that you love which bring you joy. Imagine 
that you send this love through your heart chakra to warm up the core of your being. Now focus 
on your breathing. As you breathe in, imagine that Light is being drawn down through your 
Crown Chakra and into your heart. Hold this Light energy in your heart for a moment. As you 
breathe out, envision the Light being delivered throughout your body with the oxygen. Now, this 
time as you breathe in, envision that you are drawing Earth energy up through your feet and into 
your heart. Hold it in your heart for a moment. As you breathe out, envision the Earth energy 
being delivered throughout your body with the oxygen. Alternate back and forth breathing in 
from above then breathing up from below until your body feels filled up. Speak aloud or say in 
your head the following as you continue sending loving energy to your core through your heart: 
 

I remove all blocks in me and my microbes to electro-magnetic frequencies and Reiki/healing 
energy. I heal the source of twisted perceptions, reversals, or oppositions in me and my 
microbes. I heal my ability to receive intuitive messages and discern the movement of subtle 
energy, especially my ability to dowse and/or muscle test. I connect to all loving beings and 
energy. I dissolve all deception fields, sneaky deception fields, and illusion fields that affect 
me. I bring all parts of myself and my microbes into the subtle energy grid of love and life-
force energy. I send loving energy to dissolve anything that I or others have created outside the 
grid that affects me. I envision light and love surrounding, removing, or filtering out any 
unloving beings and energy from myself, my microbes, my relationships and the energetic 
interface around me. I release other beings’ experiencing and return it with love to the being to 
whom the life lesson embedded in this experiencing belongs. I clear and release myself from 
parasitical energetic fields, forms, entities, and patterns.  
 
I heal myself and my microbes from any harm or hindrances caused by being affected by 
unloving energy and reset my subtle energy to its perfect state. I express gratitude for that 
which has attempted to alert me to my danger. I ask my body to release a habit of hyper-
vigilance and embrace calm as my normal, healthy, and safe state. I state my intention to fulfill 
my day’s goals and life purpose in a healthy, happy body. I thank my body and my microbes 
for waking me up to my issues. I ask my microbes to support my intention of engaging with 
my life in a healthy body and cease creating illness to get my attention. I ask my invasive 
microbes (pathogens) to willinging die without reproducing. I instruct my body to process die-
off toxins easily without going into an allergic reaction or intense inflammation. I ask my body 
and immune system to help my pathogens to die off as quickly as my body can reasonably 
manage the toxins. I envision my immune cells easily breaking thru and digesting the cell 
walls of the pathogens while supportive microbes colonize the areas that the pathogens vacate. 
I ask Reiki to fix any subtle energy issues that would hinder these processes. I envision myself 
flowing with love as I move through my day. 
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Mealtime Meditation 

I send loving energy to the food and supplements before and in me. I ask Reiki to remove any 
negative energies present in these nutrients. If there are any toxins in the environment around 
me or the food before and in me, I ask my body to manage them gracefully or alert me if the 
toxic load is too much for me to handle at this time. I express gratitude to the Earth and all the 
many, many beings that have made it possible for me to have this food and these supplements 
today. Taking several deep breaths, I become present and embrace this moment as it is.  
 
I envision flowing love and light between me and the nutrients before, within, and about me 
(including air, water, earth, and sunlight.) I instruct my body to clear, release, heal, and reset 
my body’s relationship with these and all nutrients in all their possible variations and 
configurations. I ask my body to prepare itself to be able to fully use these nutrients by 
clearing, releasing, healing, and resetting my body’s digestive process, my metabolic 
pathways, my heat regulation system, my cravings system, my body’s pH, my peristaltic 
action, and my body’s ability to make and use enzymes, immune cells, hormones, 
neurotransmitters, steroids, supportive microbes, and tools for dissuading and destroying 
pathogens. I ask my body to process, prioritize, and distribute nutrients fairly among all my 
cells and body systems for my greatest wellbeing.  
 
I invite my body to express its concerns and needs to me. I invite the Universe and my body to 
communicate with me throughout my day especially by means of symbolic messaging, 
serendipitous experiences, my intuition, my senses, my cravings and my aversions. I clear, 
release, heal, and reset my ability to receive intuitive messages and to discern the movement of 
subtle energy, especially my ability to dowse and/or muscle test. 

 
Use the following statements to test your ability to get accurate information. For each statement, 
tell yourself a truth and a lie while testing your answers with dowsing and/or muscle testing: 
 
My name is _________________ (Say your own name. Then, say the name of someone else.) 
I have ________________ (Say the color of your eyes, hair, clothing. etc. Then, say an untruth.) 
I hate _____________.  I love ____________(my dog, my best friend, etc.) 
(My dog, my best friend, etc.) ____________ hates me.  ____________ loves me.  
I am human. I am God.  (Note: this tests whether you are in your heart or your ego!) 
 
If your answers are off, meditate on what may be affecting your judgement. Send Reiki energy to 
heal whatever is troubling you, then re-test yourself to see if your ability to dowse or muscle-test 
has returned. If your ability to dowse or muscle test is not accurate, redo the healing meditations 
and retest again. If your ability to dowse or muscle test still has not returned, you may need to 
call a friend who is a healer to help you see yourself clearly and heal the energetic issues. 
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Asking and Listening to Your Body 
The Healing Meditations used in combination with an Reiki can heal many things. However, the 
body may require more specific instructions in order for it to identify and fix an ingrained 
immune system mistake. Therefore, it is also important to work at identifying and healing 
specific issues. When you have time and are able, use intuition, dowsing, or muscle testing to ask 
yourself the following questions: 

~ Does my body have what it needs in order to heal?  
~ Does my body have a nutritional need that this meal does not satisfy?  
~ Does my body need ____________ (fats, protein, carbs, etc.)? 
~ Is my body fully able to utilize the nutrients before/in me? 
~ Is my body able to make and use _______________ (cholesterol, enzymes, hormones, etc.)? 
~ Is my body able to digest and metabolize _______________(fats, protein, carbs, etc.)? 
~ Does my body need to fix my metabolic processes in order to fully utilize these nutrients? 
~ Does my body need precursors or cofactors in order to fully utilize these nutrients? 
~ Does my body need to fix issues created by vaccines to fully utilize these nutrients? 
~ Does my body need to fix issues created by toxins to fully utilize these nutrients? 
~Are there pesticides present in the food that make it hard for my body to utilize the nutrients? 

 
To further identify specific issues and combination problems, ask the following: 

Show me my body’s energy towards... 
● _______________ (allergens, foods, chemicals, vitamins, minerals, pathogens, etc.)  
● and the _______________ (body part or system such as the colon or digestive system) 
● in combination with other substances like _______________ (allergens, foods, etc.)  
● as a precursor to other processes in the body like _____________ (sleep or digestion). 

 
Finding the Source of the Presenting Symptom 
When you are healing specific physical issues, it can be helpful to identify the root cause which 
may energetic, emotional, mental or spiritual. Determine the source by asking the following: 

“Is the source of this condition located in my _____________? 
Physical Body 
Energy Body 
Emotional Body 
Mental Body 
Spiritual Body 

If the problem is in the Emotional Body, go to Bradley Nelson’s Emotion Code Chart. 
If the problem is in the Mental Body, go to Asha Clinton’s AIT Book of Core Beliefs. 
If the problem is in the Spiritual Body, try envisioning or journeying to discover the cause.  
For any of the levels, NAET vial catalogs may help you determine the cause. 
Healing Specific Issues 
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When you find where the problem lies, send loving, Reiki life-force energy to heal the issue. Use 
the following formats to help you state your intention and focus the Reiki healing energy. 
 
Relationship Issues 
Relationship issues are straight-forward energetic blocks which show up easily with muscle 
testing or pendulum dowsing. A being may have relationship blocks to anything such as 
nutrients, weather conditions, colors, numbers, pathogens, temperature, noises, etc. To clear 
relationship issues, send Reiki to yourself through your heart chakra while instructing yourself to 
fix the problem using the following statements: 

I ask my body to clear, release, heal, and reset my body’s relationship to… 
1.) ________________ (Allergen like gluten or wheat)  
2.) in combination with ________________ (Another allergen like milk or calcium)  
3.) and the ________________ (Body part or system like lungs or digestive system) 
4.) As a precursor to ________________ (another substance or function in the body.)  

... in all possible variations and configurations restoring my body to perfect working order. 

 
Function Issues 
Function blocks have to do with processes in the body like the ability to digest, metabolize, 
make, use or excrete something like cholesterol. 
 
Here are a few common “make and use” blocks to explore: hormones, estrogen, melanin, methyl, 
elastin, collagen, cholesterol. Here are a few common “digest and metabolize” blocks to explore: 
gluten, cellulose, gluten and the thyroid, gluten and the parathyroid, gliadin, casein, lactose, and 
antipathogenic substances in foods.  
 
If you get a “no” answer when you ask whether your body is able to “make and use” or “digest 
and metabolize” something, try asking the questions a couple of different ways to figure out the 
exact nature of the problem. You might start by asking, “Is it a digestion problem or a 
metabolism problem?” If it is a digestion problem, you may want to go to the internet and do a 
little research on digestion then ask more questions based on what you learn there such as, “Is the 
problem due to a lack of enzymes or stomach acid?” Keep asking until you have a good idea of 
the issue. Then, send Reiki to yourself through your heart chakra to heal the issue.  
 
Here are some ways to state your intention clearly: 

I clear, release, heal, and reset my body’s ability to make and use _____________. 
I clear, release, heal, and reset my body’s ability to digest and metabolize ___________. 
I clear, release, heal, and reset my body’s ability to excrete ______________. 

 
Communication Issues 
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Communication issues have to do with your ability to communicate with people and your body’s 
ability to communicate with it’s many parts. Different parts of the body or functions of the body 
can be blocked, twisted, or not in step with other parts. Here are a few examples. The physical 
body, the thyroid and the parathyroid may be having trouble communicating and coordinating 
with each other which hinders their normally collaborative functioning. In the energy body, the 
head may block off the rest of the body to allow the ego to be more in control, or the lower body 
may be blocked from the upper body in an effort to control sexual desire. In the emotional body, 
there may be an inability to communicate certain emotions or needs. In the mental body, there 
may be twisted perceptions or oppositions that make it difficult to see or sense clearly what is 
going on around or within you. In the spiritual body, there may be a block to your connection to 
God/Goddess/Love/Lifeforce. These are just a few examples. There are many ways in which 
communication may break down. If you have asked everything you can think of and nothing 
appears blocked but you know you still have an issue, explore communication issues. 
 
To heal a communication issue, use the following phrase as you send loving energy: 

I bring ______ and ______ into good communication with each other, myself, and all that is. 

 
Examples:  

1. I bring my thyroid and parathyroid into good communication with each other, myself, 
and all that is. 

2. I bring my head and my body into good communication with each other, myself, and all 
that is. 

 
Helpful Resources 
Below, I am including a few lists to guide you in your search for the source of the symptoms and 
issues that you wish to heal. To use resource lists, concentrate on the problematic symptom, 
emotion, sensation, or circumstances. Then, look at an item on the list and ask, “What is my 
energy towards this (in relation to this problem)?” 
 
Twisted Perceptions: Love & Fear, Love & Hate, Love & Need, Love & Indifference, Truth & 
Lies, Trust & Distrust, Safety & Danger, Support & Criticism. 
 
Oppositions: not being like my mother or father, not being like this person, not being racist, not 
being powerful, not being disempowered, not being manipulative, not being cooperative. 
 
Inherited Thought Fields: Alcoholism, Abuse, Survivor’s Guilt, Brutality, Prejudice, Illness. 
 
Societal Thought Fields: Southern Bell (I make myself weak to make you strong), Stockholm 
Syndrome (identifying with the person in power), Fear of Things Woo (from witch persecution). 
Right & Left: the right side of the body and the left side of the body 
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Upper & Lower: the lower half of the body and the upper half of the body. 
 
Sections of the Body:  
Toes, feet, ankles, lower legs, knees, upper legs, hips, lower torso, mid-torso, upper torso, 
shoulders, upper arms, elbows, lower arms, wrists, hands, fingers, neck, head, and face. 
 
Major chakras  Associated Color Location 
7 Crown    purple    Top of the head 
6 Brow    indigo   Between the eyebrows 
5 Throat    bright blue   Base of the throat 
4 Heart    green   Center of the chest 
3 Solar Plexus   yellow   Stomach 
2b Naval    orange yellow  Naval 
2a Belly    orange    About 3 inches below the naval 
1 Root     red   Pubic and Tail bone 
 
Hara-line Chakras  Associated Color Location 
Transpersonal Points (5)  white   The first is a foot above the head 
Eyes     silver   Eyes 
Causal Body    red and gold  Bump at back of the head 
Thymus    turquoise  Breastbone between throat and heart 
Diaphragm    lime green  Between heart and stomach 
Hara     amber   1½ inches below the naval 
Perineum    burgundy  Lowest point on the torso 
Hands     clear   Center of the palms 
Knees     green   Knees 
Feet     brown    Center of the feet 
Earth Star    black   A foot below the feet 
 
Meridians  Coupled Organs  Related Emotions      Clearing Times: 
Lung   large intestine  Grief, Intolerant, Anguish    3-5 am 
Large Intestine lung,    Guilt, Unable to Let Go    5-7 am 
Stomach   spleen,   Disgust, Greed, Insatiability      7-9 am 
Spleen   stomach,   Worry, Anxiety     9-11 am 
Heart   small intestine  Joy, Anger, Bitter, Lack of Joy   11 am-1 pm 
Small Intestine heart   Insecure, Sad, Forlorn     1-3 pm 
Urinary Bladder kidney    Fright, Impatient, Restless      3-5 pm 
Kidney   urinary bladder Fear, Indecision     5-7 pm 
Pericardium  sanjiao   Hurt, Over-Joy, Jealous, Regret   7-9 pm 
Sanjiao  pericardium  Hopeless, Depressed, Despair      9-11 pm 
Gallbladder  liver   Rage, Wrath, Indecisive, Timid   11 pm-1 am 
Liver   gallbladder  Anger, Unhappy, Controlling, Stress    1-3 am 
 
 
 
Cardiovascular system: lungs, heart, blood, blood vessels, arteries, veins 
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Digestive system: salivary glands, esophagus, stomach, liver, gallbladder, pancreas, intestines, 
colon, rectum and anus. 
 
Endocrine system: hormones made by endocrine glands such as the hypothalamus, pituitary 
gland, pineal gland, thyroid, parathyroids and adrenals. 
 
Excretory system: kidneys, ureters, bladder and urethra, fluids, electrolytes and urine. 
 
Immune system: lymph tissues, the blood stream, bone marrow, lymph nodes, leukocytes, 
tonsils, adenoids, thymus and spleen. 
 
Integumentary system: skin, hair and nails. 
 
Muscular system: muscles. 
 
Nervous system: brain, spinal cord and nerves. 
 
Reproductive system: 

~ females: ovaries, fallopian tubes, uterus, vagina, vulva, labia, clitoris, cervix,  
bartholin's glands, skene's gland, mammary glands; 
~ males: testes, vas deferens, seminal vesicles, prostate, bulbourethral glands,  
epididymis, scrotum and penis. 
 

Respiratory system: pharynx, larynx, trachea, bronchi, lungs and diaphragm. 
 
Skeletal system: bones, cartilage, ligaments and tendons. 
 
Further Exploring 
For more extensive and detailed resource lists, please see the resource page on my website where 
you will find links to useful lists such as my “Energy Checklist,” Asha Clinton’s book of limiting 
beliefs, and lists of vials sold by practitioners of Nambudripad’s Allergy Elimination Treatment. 
 
For fine detail of body issues, you may also wish to do research on the Web or use an anatomy 
book to help you focus precisely and determine the exact area of the block. For example, you 
may have determined using the list above that the source of your digestive issues is the large 
intestine. If you then look at a picture of the large intestine and continue your muscle-testing or 
dowsing inquiry, you may find that there is a Candida infestation in a particular bend of the 
colon not the entire organ. This understanding will enable your to focus your healing in this area 
and direct the activity of your immune system there. You may also ask this particular area of 
your body what it needs in order to heal, things like supplements and nutrition that would help 
your body’s immune and repair systems do their job more effectively. 
 
The following meditation may also be used as a checklist to see what areas are blocked for you. 
If you are having trouble muscle-testing or dowsing, doing the following meditation can help 
you come into balance and set helpful intentions for your own healing and manifesting. 
Balancing, Intention Setting, and Manifesting Meditation 
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I state my intention to give and receive love, to engage in my day’s activities, and to fulfill my 
life’s goals in loving ways. I release resistance to my own and other’s healing, happiness, and 
abundance. I release others’ resistance to my own and our joint healing, happiness and 
abundance. I heal energetic issues in me causing me to internally attack myself or externally 
absorb other’s projections on me and unloving intentions for me. I state my intention to use 
my energy for loving purposes and appreciate this precious time I have to dwell in the body 
and being that is Me.  
 
I instruct myself to create calm communication, peaceful functioning and goodwill within 
myself. I state my intention to engage in intuitive sensing and scanning only when I focus my 
attention in order to get information or when I need to receive important information vital for 
my well-being. I state my intention to be polite, kind and respectful with my intuitive abilities. 
I choose to develop and use my intuitive abilities so that I may make informed, loving choices 
that do not harm, hinder or manipulate others.  
 
I accept the honor and responsibility of being a co-creator on Earth. I accept that people make 
mistakes. I accept that Earth is a place where inexperienced co-creators have a measure of 
free will. I release guilt, worry, fear, blame, shame, humiliation, bitterness and intolerance 
towards myself and others. I accept that there are some things I can control and some I can’t. I 
embrace love and choose to honor the boundaries of others while at the same time being 
willing to respond to situations where I may offer energetic help.  
 
I accept the mysterious adventure of life on Earth. I release resistance to what is and set my 
intention to connect to objective reality and the loving collective timing and co-creating of the 
creation. I invite loving communication that may inform me of anything I need in order to be 
in harmony with love and fulfill my day’s goals and life’s purpose in abundant and loving 
ways. I return others’ energy and issues. I recall my energy and issues to me. I state my 
intention to actively follow my soul’s path and listen to intuitive messages. I release my 
physical body from creating negative issues to awaken me. I state my intention to enjoy 
healthful life lessons.  
 
I envision allowing love to flow and resonate between me and all that is loving. I envision the 
loving life-force energy enfolding me in a blanket of light and hiding me from unloving 
beings and energy. I envision the light creating a filter about and within me that keeps 
unloving energy fields and forms that I generate from affecting others and keeps unloving 
energy fields and forms that others generate from affecting me and matters that involve me. I 
envision the challenges in my day flowing beautifully as I connect with others and they with 
me to create mutually beneficial scenarios where everyone’s hopes, needs and desires are met. 
I am grateful to be adventuring on Earth today! 
 
Take just five minutes to imagine good things happening for you today. As you start your day, 
have a sense of “game on,” playfulness, and curiosity about what will happen. 

 
 
Extra Protection and Help 
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Many people like to create thought fields of protection around themselves before they start their 
day. Here are a few that I have found to be helpful. 

 
Bubble 
I envision setting over, under, about and within myself on all levels a bubble of light like an 
energetic skin allowing me to interact with the world and other beings safely without taking on 
their stuff or dumping mine. I create 100% good energetic boundaries between me and others. 
Note: tap or rub your breast bone above the thymus chakra between the heart and throat. 
 
Waterfall 
I envision a waterfall of light flowing over and around myself, my loved ones and the business 
of my life, dissolving unloving thoughts and energy that I generate or that others generate 
about me and matters that involve me while reflecting briefly back our own negativity so that 
we realize what we are doing and stop. 
 
Reiki Room 
I place Reiki symbols on the walls, windows, floors and doors of the room/house to clear the 
energy and act as sentinels. I place Reiki symbols around and about me creating a “room of my 
own” about my personal space. 
 
Reiki Circles 
I envision concentric circles of Reiki light emanating out from me, first just around me, then 
around the area/room I’m in, then the greater area around me, then including the neighbors, 
and the neighborhood. I envision Reiki removing any unfriendly beings or energy and 
returning them to love and their proper place in the Creation. 
 
Reiki Bounce 
I bounce Reiki symbols all around and through me. I envision the symbols going deep into the 
ground and bounding high in the air catching, removing or transforming any unloving beings 
or energy. 
 
Reiki Return 
I envision projected parts that others try to get rid of on me being turned over to helping spirits 
to heal and keep safe until the person is willing to embrace their true self and stop hurting me. 
 
Filter 
I envision loving, life-force energy creating a filter of light around, through, and within me that 
allows only loving, life-giving energy to come in to me or to go out from me. 
 
Cloaking                                           
I give the care of cloaking all levels of my being and evidence of my existence into the care of 
my loving spirit guides to keep me safe. I envision myself and my light blending in with all 
that is good and loving until I am no longer a target, standing out from the whole but am 
embraced in a sea of light blended with and protected by the power of our collective love. 

 


